
Notes on rates

3. The rates shown are for standard day shooting hours only.

06/04/24

1. Under the current TV Drama and Major Motion Picture Agreements, the shooting hours, 
preparation and wrap time you have agreed to should be specified in a deal memo in 
advance of the engagement. The Branch recommends that you do not accept any deal 
that includes time outside of the shooting day (i.e. 0/0 prep& wrap)

2. There’s no reason why you (or your agent) can’t issue your own deal memo to the 
production – especially if it is to summarise a verbal agreement.

4. Any hours outside of contracted shooting hours is overtime and should be paid as such, 
whether it is a pre-call, additional shooting or extended de-rig.

5. Crew are advised to keep labour rates separate from other charges such as equipment 
hire and box money (a fee for your tool kit). If you do a deal, we advise you to maintain the 
labour rate on the invoice and discount the equipment. If a production pleads poverty, but 
can find money to "top up" your rate with additional equipment fees, then they can in 
effect afford you, but can also record acceptance of a low labour rate. This can then be 
used to justify a low rate later on when additional money may no longer be offered.

6. Where there is confusion about timings for overtime or other items, the branch advises 
that the crew reach a consensus to present to production.

7. If there are differing interpretations of the terms of the agreement, contact the branch 
for clarification.

8. You are encouraged to regularly contribute data about your rates, hours and other 
information to our rate survey at the branch website.

Updates & more information at: http://www.camerabranch.org.uk

http://www.camerabranch.org.uk/
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